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Summary

The phase slowness method of determining elastic
sti�nesses using multi-receiver walk-away VSPs is ex-
tended to include fracture-related anisotropy. This is
achieved by developing a factorized slowness equation
for an orthorhombic medium created by embedding
a dilute crack/fracture distribution in a TIV back-
ground. Inspection of the equations suggests that
walk-away lines along three di�erent azimuths could
prove satisfactory for determining vertical fracture
strike and help contribute towards an understanding
of fracture characteristics. However, for optimum ac-
curacy, it is advantageous to use an additional line
azimuth and a regular angular spacing of 45 degrees,
particularly when analysing the shear waves.

Introduction

Past work has shown that a wide aperture walk-away
VSP can be used to describe the qP phase slowness
surface related to the localized region around a bore-
hole receiver array (Gaiser 1990). The method relies
upon independent estimation of the vertical (s3) and
horizontal (sh) phase slownesses from the gradient of
the travel-times across both the receiver tool and the
array of source points respectively. The functional re-
lationship between s3 and sh may then be used to
invert for the density-weighted sti�nesses, aij . For a
TIV medium, this particular strategy determines the
coe�cients of the quartic function obtained from the
Kelvin-Christo�el equation
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where

a0 = a11a55; a1 = a33a55; a2 = �(a11 + a55);

a3 = �(a33 + a55); a4 = a11a33 + a255 � (a13 + a55)
2:

This holds for both the qP and qSk waves polarized
within the vertical symmetry plane. The S? wave
polarized perpendicular to the symmetry plane is de-
coupled and satis�es the separate equation
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Inversion of (1) above may be implemented by a
variety of methods, the most notable being the re-
arrangement of the linear equations by Miller and

Spencer (1994). Some results derived by the applica-
tion of this approach have been summarized by Leaney
(1994). An extension to the orthorhombic case (frac-
tured TIV medium) was also considered by Miller and
Spencer (1994), who outlined a scheme which relied
upon a known or pre-determined orientation for the
vertical symmetry planes. In this present work, the
problem of orientation estimation is addressed as a
sole objective. This estimation is accomplished by ob-
taining an approximate phase slowness relation which
modi�es equation (1) to include an azimuthally de-
pendent residual. This residual is found by entering
the fracture-related sti�ness terms as a perturbation
of the Kelvin-Christo�el equation. Whilst this ap-
proximation undeniably limits most analyses to weak
anisotropy, it does on the other hand increase the
scope of the technique to crack/fracture strike deter-
mination. In the following, the terminology for induc-
ing the crack/fracture-related anisotropy into a TIV
medium is summarized, the underlying motivation for
this work explained, and then the resultant approxi-
mation outlined.

Elastic sti�nesses arising from fracture-related

anisotropy

A weak concentration of cracks/fractures in an oth-
erwise isotropic or TIV matrix generally weakens the
rock, and hence reduces some of the background elas-
tic sti�nesses, cb, by an amount proportional to the
fracture porosity �f . The set of sti�nesses resulting
from fractures striking along the x2 axis can be writ-
ten to �rst order in the fracture perturbation using
the generic form (Hudson 1986; Hood and Schoenberg
1989)

c = cb � �fA
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with � = c12=c11 and I3 a unit diagonal 3x3 ma-
trix. The dimensionless scalar fracture indices fn and
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ft relate to normal and tangential boundary condi-
tions respectively, for incident stress on the fracture
faces. This particular representation is valid provided
the products �ffn and �fft remain small compared
to unity, otherwise additional second order terms are
required. The magnitude of the indices, fn and ft,
depends on the fracture �ll (hydrocarbon gas, live
oil conditions, brine, clay, or solid mineral), and also
on the fracture style. Indeed the relation in (3) can
actually simulate a variety of styles, ranging from a
volume distribution of inter- or intra-granular cracks
to larger-scale shear fractures and joints with inter-
locking rugose surfaces. It can also include natu-
ral fractures with their gouge choked by mineraliza-
tion, vuggy fractures, and even an oriented pore space
network. In particular, it should be noted that (3)
is inherently ambiguous, as combinations of di�erent
fracture porosities �f , together with fn, or ft, may
yield the same overall value for the perturbation prod-
uct. Thus, these actual individual fracture character-
istics must necessarily be identi�ed by additional in-
formation from core and log analyses. In some cases
a clear discrimination between certain models may
be made by assessing the relative magnitudes of fn
and ft. For example, a distribution of unconnected
thin pores/cracks �lled with hydrocarbon gas or liq-
uid gives

f
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4
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where � = �2=�2. The product et = �fft is now in-
dependent of the aspect ratio, a. On the other hand,
the index fn, di�erentiates between uids, with a gas
giving

fgasn =
1

�a�(1� �)
(6)

and a liquid
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n

(7)

where �l = �liq�
2
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2. Thus, cracks with an as-
pect ratio of 0.001, average radii of 1mm, density of
25 million per cubic metre, and a background �=� of
2, give a �f of 0.01 percent and yield �ff

gas
t = 0:05

and �ff
gas
n = 0:18. For higher values of �f , a sec-

ond order term is required for (3) which actually in-
creases the overall sti�ness. It should also be noted
that the value of �ffn reduces to 0.005 with an oil
�ll at reservoir conditions, and then 0.0015 with a
brine �ll for which the aspect ratio also becomes an
important parameter. From the above it is clear that
et and en are important reservoir parameters, con-
taining much information about the condition of the
cracks/fractures. The current approach provides an

contribution towards determining these from seismic
data.

Figure 1. Comparison between a numerically-derived qP

slowness function (curves) and the corresponding approxi-

mation obtained in this current work (symbols). Line az-

imuths are 0, 45 and 90 degrees relative to the fracture

strike. The medium consists of a background TIV compo-

nent with � = 0:036, � = �0:06 and  = 0:056, perme-

ated by thin liquid-�lled fractures for which et = 0:10 and

en = 0:00.

Phase slowness approximations

The relevant slowness equation for the orthorhom-
bic case is obtained by inserting (3) directly into the
Kelvin-Christo�el equation. Determinant manipula-
tion according to Helbig (1994), is followed by a reduc-
tion of the terms to concentrate on those linear in en
and et. A further simpli�cation for a weak TIV back-
ground may also be used, where the adjective weak in
this context is synonymous with that used by Thom-
sen (1986), �, � and  being small quantities compared
to unity. Writing the original TIV equation in (1)
as F (s; cb) = 0, the resulting simpli�ed residual may
be introduced as part of the new functional relation
G(s; c) = 0, where

G(s; c) � F (s; cb)� etGt(s)� enGn(s); (8)

where for the qP wave
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and for the qSk wave
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Here, s1 is the horizontal slowness component along
the x1 axis and normal to the fractures. The qS?
wave remains in the form given by (2), to �rst order
in the small quantities et and en. A direct comparison
with the exact numerical solution is shown for qP in
Figure 1. The above equations can be used as a basis
for fracture strike estimation using qP or qSk waves.

Scheme for fracture estimation

The slowness functions in equations (9) to (11) can
be replaced by terms involving the azimuth,  , of the
horizontal walk-away line with respect to the fracture
strike and the (relatively unknown) incidence angle,
�, at the receiver array. The residual portion of the
slowness equation, �G(s) can now re-arranged to give
the familiar form

�G(s) = g0(�) + g1(�)cos2 + g2(�)cos4 : (13)

For the qP waves the coe�cients are

g0 = Tsin2�(3sin2� � 4)et�

[3N(a44=a11)sin
4� + 4N�sin2� + �2(1� a44=a11)]en;

g1 = 4Tsin2�cos2�et�4N [(a44=a11)sin
2�+4�sin2�]en;

g2 = Tsin4�et �N(a44=a11)sin
4�en;

where
T = (1� a66=a11)(a44=2a11);

and
N = (1� a44=a11)(a66=2a11)

with a similar form for qSk. Strict application of (13)
requires four source lines for the walk-away VSP, these
being 45 degrees apart (Figure (2(a)). A similar con-
�guration has also been used for reection moveout
analysis by Li (1997). Each pair of experimental esti-
mates (s3,sh) is a solution to G(s; c) = 0 in the slow-
ness domain. Di�erencing the resultant slowness s3 (a
function, H, of sh) determined separately for two or-
thogonal lines, cancels the azimuthally invariant terms
and isolates a cos2 . A second set of orthogonal lines
rotated by 45 degrees with respect to the �rst set yields
a second estimate of sin2 . These two terms may now
be combined to give

tan(2 ) =

P
i
j HC

i ( + �=4)�HA
i ( + 3�=4) jP

i
j HD

i ( )�HB
i ( + �=2) j

:

(14)
for either qP or qSk. Where the summation is over

all s
(i)
h . When this number of lines is not possible in

practice, one may slightly relax the high degree of ac-
curacy inherent in the qP solution by excluding the s21
term in the brackets of (9). It is found that this ap-
proximation is particularly good for fractures striking
within 45 degrees of the lines. With the �rst term re-
maining invariant, and no cos4 term, the orientation
can be determined with only three lines (Figure 2(b)).
This new arrangement gives the solution

tan(2 ��=4) =

P
i
j HB

i ( + �=4)�HC
i ( ) jP

i
j HB

i ( + �=4)�HA
i ( + �=2) j

(15)
An illustration of this method is shown in Figures 3(a)
and 3(b) for results obtained again using numerical
calculation.

Figure 2. The three possible scenarios for fracture estima-

tion using walkaway VSPs.

It is also, in principle, a straightforward task to gen-
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eralize the above to three arbitrary lines by de�ning

�i =
j HB

i ( +�2; �i)�HC
i ( ; �i) j

j HB
i ( +�2; �i)�HA

i ( +�1 +�2; �i) j
(16)

from which we obtain the more generalized relation

tan2 =

P
i
(1� cos2�2) + �i(cos2�2 � cos2(�1 +�2)P
i
�sin2�2 + �i(sin2�2 � sin2(�1 +�2))

(17)
An alternate approach to the using H(sh) is to invert
each line azimuth using (1), and then to insert the
resultant coe�cients into a scheme similar to (14) to
(17).

Figure 3. An illustration of fracture strike determination

using the three or four-line techniques proposed in Figure 2,

for a known fracture strike of 30 degrees. The upper set of

diagrams are numerically generated slowness functions for

the di�erent line azimuths and an orthorhombic medium.

The di�erenced slowness functions are plotted in the lower

diagrams to reveal the degree of �t to the fracture strike.

Solid dots represent the di�erenced data from the slowness

curves, and the lines are the correct values.

Discussion and conclusions

The proposed technique determines fracture strike
from phase slowness estimates in walk-away VSP. It
requires three or four lines and the weak anisotropy
approximation to be valid. From the orientation it
is then possible to determine the coe�cients of (13)
and thus to some degree certain speci�c combinations
of et and en from estimates of the incident phase an-
gle (sh=s3), and knowledge of a66, a44, and a11. The
coe�cients a66 and a44 may be estimated for this pur-
pose using the qS? waves on the rotated transverse
component of the data. The use of the shear waves
in the technique proposed here is considered essential,

and furthermore the strongest shear wave conversion
is predicted to be local to the target zone and hence
arriving just behind the qP waves (MacBeth et al.

1997), with further weaker arrivals from the seabed,
near-surface and overburden. The above technique has
also been adapted for a strong TIV background.

Although it is not possible to obtain a quantitative
estimate of fracture strike using two lines with the
method above, this could be achieved by a separate
procedure involving the principle of pseudo-rotation
(MacBeth, 1996) for the converted shear wave ampli-
tudes.
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